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Portable Rental Systems Introduces a New Line of Safe, Solid Trailer-Mounted Units
By Portable Rental Systems
Dated: Nov 18, 2008

Portable Rental Systems (PRS), northern Colorado’s premier provider of ultra-clean, reliable portable
toilet rental service, has introduced a new, custom-engineered line of trailer-mounted units ideal for a
variety of applications.
Fort Collins, Colo. — Portable Rental Systems (PRS), northern Colorado’s premier provider of ultra-clean,
reliable portable toilet rental service, has introduced a new, custom-engineered line of trailer-mounted units
ideal for a variety of applications. PRS customers are using the new units for crews on road construction
projects, pipeline construction, remote construction sites and other applications where the job site is hard to
reach or the nature of the work is mobile. Trailer-mounted special-event units are also available for
out-of-the-way functions.
“You might see other jury-rigged units out in the field, where someone has cobbled together a portable
toilet with wheels and an axle from who-knows-where,” notes PRS owner Harry Murphy. “But many of
those improvised setups are not stable or safe, either to tow or to use, and cannot pass DOT inspection.
Ours were purpose-built to be rock solid.”
The new custom-built trailer-mounted units are engineered for safety and durability and come in single- or
double-mounted configurations. They feature a solid-steel trailer chassis, taillights and brake lights, and
heavy-duty, off-road-capable suspensions designed to prevent catching on rocks or other terrain features.
They are easy to handle and can be maneuvered in and out of tight work spaces for convenient access by
crews.
To ensure worker safety and prevent falling or tripping injuries, the trailers have three heavy-duty
stabilizing jacks, an oversized step and a solid safety handrail. PRS’ custom trailer-mounted units provide a
safe, mobile portable toilet option when an event or job site is hard to access, or the nature of the work
requires a mobile unit that can be relocated as needed.
PRS, as a member of Portable Sanitation Association International (www.psai.org), consults with business
owners and managers on the benefits of having adequate toilet facilities available to their crews. Having
enough high-quality, clean portable units available saves on worker break time, provides greater comfort
and improves morale, and ensures a cleaner and more sanitary work environment. Studies have shown that
contractors can earn an 850 percent return on their investment in portable facilities.
About Portable Rental Systems
Established in 1994, Portable Rental Systems provides state-of-the-art, ultra-clean portable toilets for rent
in Northern Colorado for special events, construction sites and commercial applications. For projects with
strict environmental considerations, wash-down containment trays are available. PRS recently introduced a
custom-made trailer-mounted unit that provides safe, durable sanitation services to remote and
hard-to-access work sites; and now, PRS provides steel storage container rental, as well. With a focus on
exceeding the customer’s expectations, PRS provides top-quality equipment and dedicated professionals
who are fanatically fastidious about every installation, whether it’s a job site or an exclusive catered event,
large or small. For projects with strict environmental considerations, wash-down containment trays are
available. While everyone’s first instinct is to shop for the lowest price, PRS knows the big picture –
cleanliness, prompt, professional service and quality equipment – is where impressions are made and
money is saved. As standard bearers for the industry, PRS asks that its clients demand more, and never
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concede to settle for less.
For more information, call 970-484-1492 in Fort Collins or Loveland, 970-834-1275 in Greeley or Ault,
email info@portablerentalsystems.com or visit www.portablerentalsystems.com.
###
SMC provides complete public relations and marketing communications services, helping small businesses
and technology companies create and implement effective communications plans to increase awareness,
build relationships and improve the bottom line.
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